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STATE OF ILLINOIS  

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
 
Petition to Determine the Applicability of 
Section 16-125(e) Liability to Events Caused  
by the summer 2011 storm systems 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
No. 11-0588 
 

REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF  
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) submits this Reply Brief on Exceptions 

(“RBOE”) under Section 10-111 of the Public Utilities Act (the “PUA”), 220 ILCS 5/10-111, 

Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the 

“Commission” or “ICC”), 83 Ill. Admin. Code § 200.830, and the schedule set by the 

Administrative Law Judge.   

I. INTRODUCTION & EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ComEd is committed to reliable service.  From our line crews to our Chief Executive 

Officer, we understand the costs and frustrations of interruptions and we strive to prevent and 

shorten them.  After the blue sky interruptions of the 1990s that spawned Section 16-125 of the 

PUA, ComEd rededicated itself as a company to service quality and reliability.  Together with 

outside experts, and working with Staff, we revised standards, changed procedures, and invested 

billions in a multi-year program to redesign and remake major portions of the transmission and 

distribution system.   

That commitment paid off.  By early 2008, witnesses for the Illinois Attorney General 

(“AG”) reported to this Commission that “[s]ystem reliability and service quality issues are on 

the agenda every day” at ComEd, and that at least “on a Company-wide basis, there doesn’t 

appear to be a pressing mandate to significantly increase reliability performance above current 
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levels.”1  The AG urged the Commission to reject as unnecessary efforts by ComEd to invest 

more.  ComEd, however, did not stop.  To the extent financially possible, investments continued, 

focused on remaining issues.  The statistics tell the results.  By 2011, “the empirical performance 

of ComEd’s system, [was] not only adequate, but exceed[ed] those of most of its peers in 

virtually every relevant category,” including interruption frequency and duration.2   

ComEd, however, remains committed to still further advances.  We continue with 

prudent and reasonable efforts to reduce and shorten interruptions today.  We also recognize that 

customers’ needs are changing, and that 21st Century customers increasingly demand more than 

just resilience in the face of storms.  We are working to empower customers to manage their own 

energy use and to address emerging power quality issues, all at a reasonable cost.  Those are core 

aims of the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”), which not only gives ComEd 

new tools, but imposes verifiable performance standards with real financial penalties.3   

The simple truth, however, is that no utility, anywhere, can prevent all interruptions.  

O’Connor Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0 Rev., 11:249-12:252. 

The Summer of 2011 brought severe and unusually damaging storms, one after another, 

in rapid succession.  They packed winds far exceeding those that utility equipment reasonably 

can be expected to withstand, and delivered more lightning strikes in hours than are typically 

seen in months.  They uprooted trees, snapped limbs, and tossed branches and other debris across 

the landscape.  “[D]uring storms of this magnitude, limbs do not simply fall on energized 

conductors; instead, wind can and will carry the limbs and branches, sometimes for several 

                                                 
1  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Testimony of Michael Brosch, AG/CUB Ex. 

MLB-3.0, 9:17-23 (February 26, 2008) and Testimony of Peter Lanzalotta, AG Ex. PJL-4.0, 11:213-225 (February 
26, 2008). 

2  Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 2:31-37; see also ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 10 (detailing data). 
3  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f), (f-5). 
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blocks, gaining strength throughout the trajectory.”4  And, on July 11, Northern Illinois was 

struck by a derecho – an extraordinary weather phenomenon that delivers tornado–speed 

straight-line winds over a broad front.  It “carved a path of extensive damage” starting in Iowa 

and blowing through a dozen states to Delaware, damaging and destroying every type of 

infrastructure it touched.5  It was the most damaging summer storm in ComEd’s history. 

No one can doubt that customers were impacted by these storms, and not just those that 

lost power.  That is not, however, reason to blame ComEd for that loss when both the empirical 

evidence and credible independent engineering analysis “confirm[s] that the body of 

interruptions ... during the Summer 2011 Storms were unavoidable, and the damage that 

occurred was due to events outside of ComEd’s direct or indirect control.”6  The efforts of the 

Briefs on Exceptions (“BOEs”) filed by the AG and Staff to impose liability through Section 

16-125, and to expand it beyond even the boundaries of the Proposed Order, are inconsistent 

with both the plain meaning and intent of the statute, and particularly ill-advised from a long 

term policy perspective. 

Section 16-125 was enacted after the repeated major individual interruptions occurring in 

the 1990s.7  When triggered, it imposes liability without requiring a claimant to prove fault and 

without limitation.  It is an unprecedented form of liability, which, by the law’s own plain terms, 

is imposed only when a single “continuous power interruption” affects more than 30,000 

                                                 
4  Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 13:274-276. 
5  Only “if the wind damage swath extends more than 240 miles (about 400 kilometers) and includes wind 

gusts of at least 58 mph (93 km/h) or greater along most of its length, then the event may be classified as a derecho.”  
http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/AbtDerechos/derechofacts.htm.  For a storm description, see, e.g., http:// 
www.crh.noaa.gov/dmx/?n=july2011derecho and www.crh.noaa.gov/lot/?n=20110711severe.  The local NWS data is 
in the record at ComEd Ex. 9.02.   

6  ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 5. 
7  Guerra Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 11:232-237; O’Connor Reb., ComEd Ex. 6.0 Rev., 6:121-8:170.  
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customers for at least four hours.  No words in Section 16-125 authorize or permit different 

interruptions occurring at different times and places, with different causes, lasting for different 

durations, and affecting different customers to be “aggregated” in an effort to trigger its 

provisions.  The concept of combining different interruptions is no part of the law.   

The urgency with which the AG and even Staff try to impose liability on ComEd also 

obscures the policies at stake.  If ComEd could be shown to have been negligent, then existing 

traditional remedies would be available.  If ComEd were at fault, there would be no need to 

misapply Section 16-125.  Rather, the arguments of the AG and Staff, while different in some 

respects, both impose liability on ComEd by reason of the severity of the storms’ damage and the 

number of customers they touched.  Indeed, through misuse of Section 16-125, ComEd can be 

“presumed guilty,” turning our fundamental rules of proof on their head.  Indeed, in its Brief on 

Exceptions (“BOE”), the AG goes so far as to argue that ComEd must prove its innocence over 

and over in every individual complaint case – of which, under the AG’s theory of liability there 

could be over one million – even though both the statute itself and the Commission’s rules 

implementing it expressly allow utilities to seek waivers in generic proceedings like this.8  

However, one need not travel those lengths to see the effect of misapplying the law:  Under 

Staff’s proposal, the un-preventability of most storm damage is recognized for every summer 

storm except the record-breaking July 11 derecho, the storm that caused the most unpreventable 

devastation.   

The Commission should make no mistake:  Construing Section 16-125 to apply to storms 

will change the nature of utility liability and risk in Illinois.  Unlike any other state in the union, 

                                                 
8  Section 16-125 calls for utilities to seek a liability waiver from the Commission, and to do so rapidly 

after even one complaint is filed.  The Commission’s Rules also specify that waiver is determined in a proceeding 
just like this docket.  83 Ill. Admin. Code § 411.220.  Neither requires – or even permits – waiver to be litigated 
individually in countless individual complaints. 
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and unlike any time in the past, every storm will become for ComEd an unforeseeable and 

potentially crippling source of liability.  ComEd’s financial health will be threatened, and its 

ability to sustain investment programs that benefit customer and further improve reliability, will 

be in jeopardy.  The Commission faces attempts to assign liability that are contrary to the 

applicable statute and chart a perilous policy path that will have lasting adverse impact.  There is 

no compelling consumer or larger societal interest that is served by this course of action, and to 

the contrary it will undermine investment in the system that enhances resiliency and reliability 

that is squarely in the public interest.  Frustration over storm interruptions, which ComEd shares, 

is no reason to embark on this counter-productive path.   

A. The New “Sliding Window” Assessment of Customers Possibly Impacted by 
Disparate and Unrelated “Preventable” Interruptions Proposed in Staff’s 
BOE Underscores Staff’s Flawed Interpretation of Section 16-125(e) 

Staff’s BOE raises for the first time a whole new approach for determining when Section 

16-125 applies and what customers may have claims under it.9  Staff BOE at 5-16.  While Staff’s 

new argument focuses on how to calculate the number of customers impacted by allegedly 

“preventable” interruptions, it actually highlights the fact that Staff’s interpretation of when 

Section 16-125(e) is applicable is entirely without foundation.  Under Staff’s new proposal, 

specific “interruptions” and whether they are “continuous” do not matter at all.  Instead, Staff 

now argues that when a storm occurs, the Commission should examine every four-hour period 

while the storm affects the system and determine the total number of customers without service 

for the entirety of each such “window.”  If that number exceeds 30,000 for any such “window” 

                                                 
9  While Staff claims that its BOE is “clarifying” its position, Staff’s new proposal is not supported by a 

single citation to the evidence.  Pursuant to Section 200.190 and Section 200.830(e) of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice, these arguments would be subject to being stricken.  83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.190, 200.830(e).  It is 
sufficient that they be recognized as both unsupported and even more divorced from the language of Section 16-
125(e) than the proposal stated in the testimony of Staff’s only witness, Mr. Greg Rockrohr.  See, e.g. Rockrohr Dir., 
Staff Ex. 1.0 at 2-3; Rockrohr Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0R at  6-9. 
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period, then the utility is subject to liability unless it can prove the underlying interruptions that 

were unpreventable.  Id. 

Nothing in Section 16-125(e) even comes close to suggesting, let alone requiring, that 

type of assessment.  Section 16-125 does not establish windows, sliding or otherwise.  It does not 

address the total number of customers out of service during any period at all.  Section 16-125(e), 

rather, asks if a particular interruption lasted longer than four hours, and if that interruption 

affected more than 30,000 customers.  220 ILCS 5/16-125(e).   

B. The AG’s BOE Mischaracterizes the Record and Reality 

The Proposed Order correctly concludes that there was no systemic flaw or failure in the 

design, construction, and maintenance of ComEd’s system at the time of the storms.  PO at 30.  

The record fully supports that.   

ComEd’s system as a whole is properly designed, well maintained, and operated 
in accordance with all applicable standards.  Those facts are demonstrated not 
just by a comprehensive inspection of that system and by a review and analysis 
of ComEd’s design, construction and maintenance practices but also by the 
empirical performance of ComEd’s system, which is not only adequate, but 
exceeds those of most of its peers in virtually every relevant category. 

Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 2:31-37.   

Staff also found no systematic defect in ComEd’s system or its operations and 

acknowledged the testimony of ComEd senior engineers that the storm-damaged equipment was 

“designed and constructed to appropriate standards ....”  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 17:352-

354; Staff Init. Br. at 12.  And, the analysis conducted by Navigant Consulting confirmed that 

ComEd “effectively managed its distribution assets to ensure reliability is not degraded by lines 

or equipment that is improperly maintained or applied.”  NCI Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 8.  This 

conclusion is also consistent with the AG’s testimony in 2008 denying the existence of company-

wide deficiencies in investment, maintenance, or reliability, and with subsequent AG statements 
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to this Commission that “[t]o date, ComEd has successfully modernized its network and, 

generally speaking, maintained reliability over the years ....”10 

The AG’s disparagement of ComEd’s system is groundless.  The claim by Mr. Owens, 

the AG’s sole “expert” witness, “that that there is some type of systemic inadequacy in ComEd’s 

systems and that this inadequacy caused or contributed to the interruptions is ... both incorrect 

and unfounded.”11  “Despite access to numerous data requests that ComEd provided, there is a 

notable absence of technical analyses or studies supporting [Mr. Owens’] conclusions, and his 

approach usually is inconsistent with the methods commonly employed by experienced industry 

professionals when asked to perform a thorough evaluation of electric utility power system 

design, condition or performance”  Id. at 6:123-128.  Even Staff did not address his claims, since 

they do not “specifically focus on the actual customer outages for which ComEd seeks a 

Commission waiver.”  Staff Init. Br. at 19.  

Indeed, the evidence debunking Mr. Owens and his conclusions is voluminous and 

overwhelming.  It includes proof of: 

 Exhibited, calculated bias, including authoring a deliberate request to manufacture 
one-sided data;  

 Reliance on his drive-by “inspection” of a tiny and hand-picked sliver of ComEd’s 
system that that lasted no more than a few seconds per facility “inspected” and 
ignored the actual storm interruptions and the damaged equipment that caused them; 

 Refusal to review or consider ComEd data, even though it was detailed and informed;  

 Inaccurate and uninformed claims about ComEd standards and programs including, 
most critically, ComEd’s vegetation management program;  

                                                 
10  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 07-0566, AG Init. Br. (May 29, 2008) at 41 and Reply 

Brief on Exceptions (July 21, 2008) at 23; see also testimony cites at fn. 1, supra. 
11  Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 2:43-3:46.  The AG’s lay witnesses have personal knowledge of neither 

ComEd’s system nor the causes of specific storm interruptions, and they are legally incapable of offering 
conclusions about its condition or the cause of interruptions.  See, e.g. Frank, Tr. at 296:1-308:19; Walters, Tr. at 
468:11-471:11. 
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 Proposing standards and practices on topics from undergrounding lines to lightning 
protection that deviate from accepted practices and that would cost nearly $8 billion 
to implement with no proven benefit.  Shlatz Sur., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 16:355-17:360. 

Not surprisingly, Owens’ conclusions – and the AG’s broad allegations – were rejected by every 

other engineer who addressed them.   

As Owens’ failures became increasingly manifest, the AG attempted to shift more and 

more to a claim that Staff reliability reports for periods substantially predating the storms in 

question prove the interruptions were preventable.  In fact, no witness – not from Staff who 

authored the reports, from ComEd, or even Mr. Owens – testified that the reports showed any 

such thing or, indeed, had any relevance to this case at all.  They do not claim there is any 

systematic deficiency on ComEd’s system.  They do not discuss, evaluate, or relate to any of the 

interruptions at issue.  They were not offered, or even mentioned, when testimonial evidence was 

submitted.  They are only in the record because the AG improperly offered them, without 

warning, on an “administrative notice” basis, denying ComEd the ability to respond to or cross-

examine the reports’ authors. 12    

It is, therefore, unsurprising that the AG’s attacks on specific features of ComEd’s system 

are equally unsubstantiated and unrelated to the storm interruptions at issue.  For example: 

The AG’s claims re: What the evidence shows: 
SCADA &  
Distribution Automation 

 ComEd was and is a leader is deploying SCADA.   All 
ComEd substations are on SCADA, and have been for 
years.  NCI Report at 8, 25. 

 ComEd’s distribution automation program is an “industry 
leading best practice.” ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 8. 

                                                 
12  The reports in the record were offered by the AG under a theory of “administrative notice” without 

advance notice or sponsoring witness, and without affording ComEd any opportunity to prepare or respond.  While 
they do not support the AG’s claims, ComEd reserves and renews its argument that admitting these documents was 
legally erroneous and substantively unfair and prejudicial to ComEd.  The AG’s citation to the “2011 Report” which 
is not in the record and is a process now in progress is even more clearly improper and prejudicial. 
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The AG’s claims re: What the evidence shows: 
Poles  ComEd maintains a prudent pole inspection and 

replacement program.  NCI Report at 30; Gannon 
Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 34:741-35:749. 

 Pole-related failures played no material role in causing the 
Summer 2011 Storm interruptions.  Gannon Mehrtens 
Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 37:795-800. 

System Protection  “ComEd’s practice is consistent with or exceeds the 
recommendations offered by experts on lightning 
protection.”  Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 17:392-393.  

 “Protection practices meet or exceed industry practices, 
including extensive use of reclosers and employment of 
auto-sectionalizing loop schemes, minimize number of 
customers are impacted by interruptions, and restoration 
times are expedited.  ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 7. 

Vegetation Management  ComEd maintains a 4-year vegetation management cycle 
with mid-cycle trimming.  This meets Staff’s goals and 
what Owens’ calls a “best practice.”  Chesley Reb., 
ComEd Ex. 8.0R, 4:66-5:90; Owens Tr., 585:19-591:17. 

 Each of the lines actually interrupted during the storms 
“had been trimmed in accordance with ICC standards.” 
ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 5. 

 Examples of trees being near secondary wires and services 
on private property is misleading.  ComEd cannot trim 
many such lines and “the number and duration of 
interruptions would not have materially increased” if it 
could.  In fact, “less than one percent of the customer 
interruption minutes were caused by tree-related 
interruptions on secondary lines or services.” ComEd Ex. 
13.0 at 14. 

 No vegetation management plan can eliminate vegetation 
interruptions during a severe storm.  O’Connor Reb., 
ComEd Ex. 6.0 Rev., 11:249-12:252. 

Even the AG does not take seriously the notion that ComEd’s system remained deficient 

in 2011.  As early as 2008, the AG recognized ComEd’s system met standards and told this 

Commission (citing its own testimony, as well as ComEd’s) that:  

To date, ComEd has successfully modernized its network and, generally 
speaking, maintained reliability over the years, without benefit of an automatic 
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rider recovery mechanism for distribution system modernization projects. 
ComEd has been investing hundreds of millions of dollars in new plant every 
year in the normal course of business.  ...  [T]o date, ComEd has not failed to 
make any investment required to meet its service obligations to its customers 
because of the absence of [additional rate recovery]. 13 

There is no way to square this representation to the Commission – or the evidence it cites – with 

the supposed “clear and evident neglect of its distribution facilities over the past twenty years” 

that the AG now claims Owens found.14   

There is no doubt that customers suffered interruptions, but the “damage ComEd’s 

distribution system experienced is not unusual or inconsistent with damage reported by other 

utilities during major storms ....”  No system, no matter how perfect, can stand against storms 

like those of 2011.  The damage suffered was “a consequence of conditions outside of ComEd’s 

control and common distribution design standards.”  ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 18.  ComEd cannot 

lawfully or reasonably be held liable under Section 16-125(e) for the consequences of the 

Summer 2011 Storms, and the proposals in Staff and the AG’s BOEs that ComEd’s liability 

should be enlarged further must be rejected. 

II. STAFF’S NEW METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING IF SECTION 16-125(E) 
APPLIES CONTRAVENES THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF THE LAW 

Staff’s BOE proffers for the first time a complex take on Section 16-125(e)’s simple 

statutory directive.  Paradoxically, Staff’s new recommendation regarding how to calculate the 

number of customers impacted by allegedly “preventable” interruptions actually highlights the 

absurdity of its interpretation as to when Section 16-125(e) should apply.  By focusing on the 

total number of customers out of service during four-hour periods, Staff’s proposal relies even 

                                                 
13  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No, 07-0566, AG Init. Br. at 41 (Oct. 21, 2011) (citations 

omitted).  The same and equivalent assertions were repeated in later briefs and in oral argument.   
14  See Owens Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 47:1-2. 
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more plainly on the untenable position that “a continuous interruption” can somehow refer to 

hundreds or thousands of disparate interruptions caused by distinct forces at different places and 

at different times.  Staff’s BOE, submitted in an attempt to “clarify” its position, actually 

spotlights the illogical and irreconcilable results of its (and, because it relies on the same 

construct, the AG’s) interpretation of “interruption” under Section 16-125(e).  Staff Exceptions 

No. 2-5, Staff BOE at 5-16.   

In particular, Staff’s new position asserts that, in the case of the July 11 derecho (the only 

Summer 2011 Storm for which both the PO and Staff recommend less than a complete waiver), 

the Commission should calculate the total number of customers “simultaneously subjected to 

continuous interruption lasting 4 hours.”  Staff BOE at 5.  Staff cannot point to any language in 

Section 16-125(e) that permits different interruptions to be summed because they are 

“simultaneous.”  There is no such language.  The law requires something quite different; and that 

is that the single interruption be continuous.  Staff, however, goes on to argue that this number 

should be separately calculated for each and every four hour “period” during a storm event in 

order to arrive at the “entire set of customers who were simultaneously subjected to a continuous 

interruption lasting 4 or more hours.”  Id.  This sliding window approach is also foreign to 

Section 16-125, which directs the Commission to look at interruptions, not separate windows of 

time.  Moreover, this approach has no support in the evidentiary record: no witness supports it 

and nowhere in his testimony does Mr. Rockrohr refer to such an approach.  

Staff’s new position also directly contravenes Section 16-125(e)’s plain language.  

Section 16-125(e), by its plain language, applies where more than 30,000 customers are 

subjected to “a continuous power interruption of 4 hours or more.”  220 ILCS 16-125(e).  As 

ComEd has consistently maintained and demonstrated throughout this proceeding, the words of 
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the statute apply unambiguously to “a” “interruption” – a single interruption of service; a single 

break in the flow of power to customers.  See ComEd Init. Br. at 13.  The plain language further 

requires that the interruption be “continuous,” which dictionaries define as unbroken, and 

marked by an uninterrupted extension in time, space or sequence.  “Continuous” does not refer to 

things that are broken or disjoined, separated by different starting and ending times, or that occur 

in different locations, which would invoke the term discontinuous.  See ComEd Init. Br. at 13-14.  

The words continuous and simultaneous and have very different meanings, as confirmed by the 

complex calculus Staff now proposes to amalgamate hundreds, if not thousands, of unique 

interruptions into a single continuous interruption for purposes of the statute.  Had the General 

Assembly intended to group together different scattered interruptions occurring only at the same 

time, it could have used the plural “interruptions” and called for “simultaneous power 

interruptions” affecting a total number of customers for a “common four hour period.”  But it did 

not write that – or anything close. 

The General Assembly likewise wrote nothing about separately evaluating the number of 

customers simultaneously affected by interruptions of at least four hours’ duration in each of 

many four-hour windows.  It did not need to.  The statute – by its clear terms – applies only to a 

single continuous interruption which impacts 30,000-plus customers.  Thus, the only relevant 

“period” the Commission can consider is the period lasting from the beginning of the 

interruption to the end of the same interruption. 

The undisputed evidence shows no interruption during any one of the six Summer 2011 

Storms caused more than 30,000 customers to experience a continuous interruption lasting for 

any single 4 or more hour period.  Guerra Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 2:23-29; Guerra Reb., ComEd 

Ex. 5.0, 5:93-95; Maletich Dir., ComEd Ex. 3.0R, 4:87-5:94; Petition, ¶ 22.  Neither Staff nor 
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Intervenors dispute this fact.  To the contrary, Staff’s own engineering witness Greg Rockrohr 

agreed on cross examination that the July 11 derecho alone caused over 5,300 interruptions, a 

number far from the statute’s 30,000-plus threshold.  (Tr. at 281:10-21)  See also Owens, Tr. at 

612:7-613:1, 633:5-10; Frank, Tr. at 313:6-13; Walters, Tr. at 479:13-482:11.   

In sum, Staff’s new “moving window” approach only underscores that its interpretation 

of Section 16-125(e) is without merit.  The Commission should reject Staff’s erroneous 

interpretation of Section 16-125(e) and Staff’s Exception, and enter an Order consistent with 

ComEd’s Exception on this issue. 15   

III. IF SECTION 16-125(E) DID APPLY, THE EVIDENCE OVERWHELMINGLY 
SUPPORTS FULL WAIVERS FOR EACH OF THE SIX SUMMER 2011 
STORMS 

The legal standard governing waiver is whether ComEd has shown that any applicable 

“power interruption was a result of … (1) Unpreventable damage due to weather events or 

conditions.”  220 ILCS 5/16-125(e).  No one disputes that, for purposes of this standard, 

“unpreventable damage is damage that could not reasonably have been prevented through the use 

of generally accepted engineering, construction, and maintenance practices.”  Staff Init Br. at 2; 

See Rockrohr, Tr. 255:21-256:4; AG BOE at 7-8.   

Staff identified no systematic defects in ComEd’s system or operations that would affect 

its conclusion and agrees that ComEd’s distribution facilities that were damaged during the 

Summer of 2011 Storm Systems were “originally designed and constructed to appropriate 

standards.”  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 17:352-354; Staff Init. Br. at 12.  Staff also 

acknowledges the destructive force of the storms – including the costliest and most severe storms 

                                                 
15 See ComEd BOE at 8-16.  ComEd has also been unable to verify the accuracy of the mathematics Staff 

uses.  This further emphasizes why proposals, and calculations, like this – that are supported by no witness – should 
not be considered.   
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in ComEd’s history.  Staff Rep. Br. at 14.  Notwithstanding those facts, Staff argues that a 

portion of the damage was preventable.  Staff BOE at 20-21.  Ironically, the damage Staff 

maintains ComEd did not prove was unpreventable resulted from the most extreme of the storms, 

the storm the National Weather Service found was accompanied by “a wide swath of 60-80 mph 

[wind] measurements – plus the associated damage.”16   

The AG takes an even more untenable position – that no damage caused by any of the 

Summer 2011 Storms was shown to be unpreventable.  The AG’s unrealistic view also extends 

to the Proposed Order, which the AG wrongly claims accepted at “face value” ComEd’s 

evidence concerning the condition of its system prior to the Summer 2011 Storms, while 

disregarding the AG’s testimony alleging deficiencies in ComEd’s system.  AG BOE at 9.  The 

Proposed Order rejected the AG’s position for good reason.   

Ultimately, however, the Commission should reject both the AG and Staff’s efforts to 

blame ComEd for damages attributable to extreme conditions that no prudently designed system 

would withstand without interruptions.  The evidence proves that the “body of interruptions that 

occurred during the Summer 2011 Storms were unavoidable, and the damage that occurred was 

due to events outside of ComEd’s direct or indirect control.”  ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 5.  No 

preventable continuous power interruption – whether defined plainly or as Staff or the AG 

advocate – affected more than 30,000 customers for at least four hours.   

A. Staff Relies on Several Unsupportable Assumptions to Recommend Denying 
ComEd a Full Waiver for All Storm Damage 

Staff acknowledges that (a) lightning damage, (b) tornado damage, (c) damage from 

winds that exceed 60 MPH, (d) damage caused by trees that were uprooted or limbs that were 

                                                 
16  See National Weather Service Weather Forecast Office, http://www.crh.noaa.gov/lot/?n=20110711severe.  

The NWS data is in the record at ComEd Ex. 9.02 
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broken by high winds, and (e) damage caused by customer equipment and vehicles are 

“unpreventable” under Section 16-125(e) and subject to waiver.  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 

21:447-450; Rockrohr Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0 Rev., 4:70-72; Staff BOE at 16.  Because these types 

of damage caused the lion’s share of the interruptions for five of the six storms (any remaining 

interruptions affected less than 30,000 customers), Staff correctly concludes that ComEd is 

entitled to a full waiver from Section 16-125(e) liability for five of the six Summer 2011 Storms 

Id.; Staff Init. Br. at 14; Rockrohr, Tr. at 237:11-13.   

Staff’s analysis falls short, however, when it assumes, without evidence and contrary to 

the testimony of the only qualified arborist, incorrect and unreasonable conclusions about 

vegetation-related interruptions.  Staff assumes, in particular, that 

 The utility can prevent damage from falling tree limbs if only they break at a wind 

speeds below that which the utility distribution equipment it would survive;  

 ComEd’s vegetation management program was not up-to date when the Summer 

2011 Storms struck; and 

 All “tree contact” during extreme storms can be prevented by vegetation 

management.   

Staff also attacks the Proposed Order’s recognition that temporary intentional interruptions are 

initiated in order to speed overall restoration and/or protect the public safety.  They are not 

preventable in any reasonable sense, and treating them as if they are will only lengthen 

interruptions and hurt customers.  Finally, Staff attacks a straw man argument that all 

interruptions caused by wind/tornado, regardless of wind speed, were preventable. 

As a result of these assumptions and errors – and not of any defect or failure by ComEd 

or its system – Staff concludes that the service interruptions “simultaneously” affecting about 
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52,000 customers during the July 11 derecho were preventable.  Staff BOE at 16-22.  It is only 

because the total – in Staff’s view – exceeds 30,000 that Staff recommends the Commission not 

waive liability as to these customers.  The evidence shows that Staff’s conclusion is plainly 

wrong and, when it is properly evaluated, justifies a complete waiver. 

1. ComEd’s Vegetation Management Was Up-to-Date When the 
Summer 2011 Storms Struck 

Staff erroneously asserts in its “Alternative to Exception No. 5” that ComEd “did not 

complete its scheduled tree trimming prior to the summer storms and did not demonstrate that it 

had removed limbs that were likely to break and damage its distribution facilities in a moderate 

storm.”  Staff BOE at 19.  This claim neither squares with the record or Staff’s own testimony.  

Staff witness Rockrohr, citing ComEd’s own testimony, acknowledged that circumstances 

outside of ComEd’s control led to a delay in completing portions of scheduled tree trimming.  

Rockrohr Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 17:364-67 (“ComEd indicated that it did not finish its tree 

trimming as planned “. . . due to road postings in rural areas, impact from the May and June 

storms, and a seasonal municipal Elm tree trimming restriction.” (Emphasis added.)  Indeed, the 

passage that Staff cites from Mr. Rockrohr’s direct testimony pertained to issuing a waiver 

related to uprooted trees and drew no conclusion as to whether ComEd was in overall 

compliance with its vegetation management program. Id at 17:364-18:374.  Moreover, no 

witness testimony suggests that these short delays had anything to do with any of the damage 

caused by the July 11 derecho.   

Conversely, the unrebutted testimony of vegetation management expert Craig Chesley 

establishes that ComEd was in full compliance with its vegetation management program at the 

time of the Summer 2011 Storms. Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 8.0R, 8:151-161 (stating, 

“ComEd’s scheduled vegetation management activities for its distribution facilities were in 
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accordance with the established timetable for trimming trees in the time immediately preceding 

the 2011 summer storms at issue in this proceeding.”)  Moreover, ComEd evaluated the data 

relating to the particular equipment in question and, on that subject, the record shows that 

“virtually all of the feeders that were impacted by these storms” had been trimmed “within the 

four year period prior to the storms in accordance with ICC targets and ComEd’s documented 

procedures” and that “each of the distribution lines experiencing interruptions during these 

storms had been trimmed in accordance with ICC standards.”  NCI Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 5; 

Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex 11.0, 7:149 -56.  Nowhere in the record does Staff dispute these facts.  

Thus, it is both perplexing and inaccurate for Staff to now assert, for the first time, that ComEd 

was not in compliance with its Staff-vetted vegetation management program.  Staff BOE at 19.   

Staff’s added claim that ComEd “did not demonstrate that it had removed limbs that were 

likely to break and damage its distribution facilities in a moderate storm” (Staff BOE at 19) is 

not only disproven by the evidence, but also imposes a whole new vegetation management 

standard that is unsupported by any recognized source, best practice or standard.  “Nowhere in 

the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”) does it state or suggest specific trimming to account 

for the extreme summer 2011 weather conditions.”  Kramer Sur., ComEd Ex. 16.0, 17:318-320.  

Rather, the NESC “simply states that utilities should consider ‘adverse weather conditions’ in 

determining the extent of the trimming required,”  Id at 320-321; ComEd Ex. 16.08.  ComEd has 

developed and implements an aggressive vegetation management program consistent with the 

standards and guidelines of the American National Standards Institute (“ANSI”), the NESC, and 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (“OSHA”) rules and regulations, in 

addition to the nationally-accepted directional pruning standards recommended by the Tree Care 

Industry Association, the International Society of Arboriculture, and the National Arbor Day 
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Foundation. Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 8.0R, 4:66-70; 8:115-118.  Its program consists of a four-

year management cycle that is reinforced by a mid-cycle program and a quality control process.  

Id at 4:73-76.  Consistent with this vegetation management program, Craig Chesley confirmed 

that “[p]rior to experiencing the summer 2011 storms, ComEd’s vegetation management 

activities for 2011 were on track for meeting [its] annual plans.”  Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 

8.0R, 8:156-157.   

The record also proves that “… during storms of this magnitude, limbs do not simply fall 

on energized conductors; instead, wind can and will carry the limbs and branches, sometimes for 

several blocks, gaining strength throughout the trajectory.” Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 

13:274-276.  ComEd has no “veto” power over when or where a customer may plant a tree on 

her property, or the species of the tree planted.  Kramer Sur., ComEd Ex. 16.0, 18:344-56.  Thus, 

there are clearly unpredictable and unpreventable situations that the vegetation management 

zones and cycles cannot reasonably address.  Staff did not dispute these facts and is therefore 

unable substantiate such assertions now. 

2. Interruptions Due to Broken Limbs do Not Become 
Preventable Because Winds Fall Below 59 MPH 

Staff acknowledges that tree limbs break and fail, and recognizes that the damage a 

falling limb causes cannot be prevented.  But, then Staff makes an inexplicable assumption:  that 

interruptions due to tree breakage are only unpreventable at wind speeds of 60 MPH or above.  

Staff BOE at 19-21.  If a 60 MPH wind gust breaks a tree limb and it falls into a line, Staff 

recognizes that no feeder can withstand that impact.  The damage is unpreventable.  Yet, if that 

same tree limb fails after a 59 MPH or 55 MPH wind gust, Staff treats the damage as 

preventable.  Staff BOE at 18-21; Rockrohr Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0R, 2:38-44, 4:75-83.  This is 

supported neither by the record nor, frankly, common sense.   
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The 60 MPH standard on which Staff’s distinction hinges applies not to trees but to 

manmade utility facilities.  Rockrohr Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0R, 2:38-44, 4:75-83.  It is a close 

approximation of the wind speed that creates a greater force on a utility facility than prudent 

design standards specify.  The only certified arborist to testify, Emily Kramer, explained that 

trees do not react or behave in accordance with any manmade standard.  Kramer Sur., ComEd 

Ex. 16.0, 5:98-6:129.  In contrast to Mr. Rockrohr, who is a distribution engineer, but not an 

expert in trees or how they behave under stress, Ms. Kramer explained that many other factors 

distinctive to trees may individually or cumulatively impact whether a load will cause a tree or 

branch to fail.  These factors include age, branch attachment, previous damage, pest damage, 

previous prevailing winds, past abuse, twist, general health, size, location/exposure, and health of 

the root system.  Staff also did not consider the cumulative impact of the six back-to-back 

storms, with winds up to 90+ miles per hour.  Those storms placed loads “far in excess of what 

the trees in [ComEd’s] service territory are adapted to withstand on an isolated basis, let alone 

the repeated basis presented last summer.”  Id. at 9:193-94.  All of these natural factors are 

entirely outside ComEd’s control.  Id. at 10:220-23. 

Staff’s position fails to acknowledge these factors, and that trees are simply not 

biologically adapted to withstand any and all winds up to 60 miles per hour (see id. at 10:220-

13:265).  Because of the numerous factors that influence a living tree’s reaction to wind load, 

they will inherently respond very differently and much less predictably than manmade 

equipment; thus, limbs “can and do fail at wind speeds far lower than the wind speeds that utility 

distribution poles can withstand.”  Kramer Sur. ComEd Ex. 16.0, 14:276-281.  ComEd cannot 

guarantee that a tree will survive 59 MPH gusts intact, nor can predict which trees will not.  

Instead, unique and varying characteristics will materially impact a tree’s ability to withstand the 
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forces imposed on it.  As the Proposed Order correctly concludes, ComEd cannot prevent 

branches and limbs that fall at wind speeds less than 60 MPH, or the damage that they cause. 

3. Intentional “Emergency” Interruptions that Speed 
Restoration and Protect Safety Are Not Preventable 

Staff argues that temporary interruptions intentionally initiated by ComEd in order to 

speed emergency repairs or protect public safety should be deemed to have been caused by 

“preventable” damage.  According to the only witness to present testimony on the subject, 

intentional interruptions are initiated to address emergency situations, preserve safety, and make 

needed repairs.  Maletich Reb., ComEd Ex. 10.0, 6:113-16.  No witness claims that initiating 

intentional interruptions is imprudent nor disputes that such interruptions benefit customers 

overall.   

For instance, a crew may initiate an intentional interruption where the crew determines it 

is unsafe to repair a live electric cable that was knocked down by an uprooted tree.  While Staff 

does not contest the propriety of such interruptions in principal, it now claims that such 

interruptions ought to be subject to additional investigation and reporting requirements so to 

“explain the underlying cause of its emergency repairs.”  Staff BOE at 18.  Staff claims that to 

justify counting the customers who temporarily lost service toward a waiver, that regardless of 

the situation, ComEd crews responding to the emergency would not only have to respond to the 

emergency at hand, but also conduct an on-scene investigation in order to “show that the 

underlying problem that caused the emergency repair was unpreventable.”  Staff BOE at 18-19.  

No evidence supports this unreasonable claim, and if the Commission adopted it, customers 

would suffer.   

When crews go into the field to repair and restore power, their first action is to make sure 

they safely restore customers.  Maletich, Tr. at 113:2-4.  Yet, if Staff’s rule were adopted, 
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ComEd crews would have little alternative but to attempt to gather detailed individual data on 

the underlying event – even if it did not itself cause an interruption – evaluating the damage and 

how it occurred.  The effect of such would be to turn ComEd’s front-line and emergency 

restoration crews into forensic engineers.  Worse, to require ComEd crews to collect and 

preserve evidence of the condition or the root cause of the interruption, at the end of an 

interruption when they are oftentimes working in intense, dangerous, and ever-changing weather 

conditions, or else have ComEd risk crippling storm liability, runs 180 degrees counter to the 

public’s interest.  Labeling emergency interruptions as “preventable” for purposes of imposing 

Section 16-125(e) liability would unreasonably and unjustifiably penalize ComEd for prioritizing 

safety over regulatory advantage and should be rejected. 

4. The Proposed Order Correctly Counts Interruptions Due To 
Wind/Tornado as Unpreventable  

In its Alternative to Exception No. 5, Staff states that “only if wind speeds approach 

utility design standards should customers affected by these interruptions be included in a 

waiver.”  Staff BOE at 20.  To the extent Staff is implying that ComEd counted in its request for 

a waiver customers who lost service due to wind damage to ComEd equipment occurring below 

the 60 MPH design speed, Staff is simply mistaken.  While Staff’s focus solely on “poles” (Staff 

BOE at 20-21) is not apt, ComEd sought a waiver is appropriate for all interruptions caused by 

wind damage to its equipment occurring a speeds in excess of 60 MPH and by tornado damage 

as these forces exceed design and construction standards set by the NESC and Illinois 

Administrative Code.  See e.g. Gannon-Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 4:85-88.  This is 

congruent with Mr. Rockrohr’s approach (putting aside the previously discussed issue of tree 

limbs breaking).  According to Mr. Rockrohr, “[t]he additional information regarding wind 

speeds that ComEd provided in rebuttal testimony leads me to recommend that the Commission 
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expand the applicable waivers to include those customers whose interruption was caused either 

by broken tree limbs or wind/tornado if wind gusts exceeded 60 miles per hour at the 

approximate time and location of the associated outage.”  Rockrohr Reb., Staff Ex. 2.0R, 2:39-

44. 

If, on the other hand, Staff is now raising an issue with the level of detail ComEd 

presented on what wind speeds actually exceeded 60 MPH, Mr. Rockrohr had no concern, and 

detailed evidence was provided by the only meteorologist to testify.  ComEd Petition at 2-9; 

Piazza Dir., ComEd Exs. 4.0; 4.02-4.07; Piazza Reb., ComEd Exs. 9.0-9.03.  To summarize that 

voluminous evidence: 

 The June 8-9 storm produced wind gusts of 60-80 MPH, approximately 36,000 

lightning strokes, golf ball sized hail and nearly six inches of heavy rain. 

 The June 21 storm produced high winds, two EF1 tornadoes with winds ranging 

between 86-110 mph winds, wind gusts between 70-81 MPH, up to 1.75 inches of 

rain, and over 11,000 lightning strokes. 

 The June 30-July 1, 2011 storm produced wind gusts ranging from 60-90+ MPH, at 

least one reported funnel cloud, hail ranging 2-3 inches in diameter, and 

approximately 1,800 lightning strokes. 

 The July 11 derecho caused numerous wind gusts of 60-80 MPH, and produced 

approximately 18,000 lightning strokes. 

 The July 22-23 storm produced high winds reaching nearly 50 MPH, rainfall totaling 

4-6 inches, and approximately 51,000 lightning strokes. 
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 The July 27-28 storm produced winds over 60 MPH and up to 93 MPH, tornadoes, 

rainfall totaling over a full foot in some areas, hail up to an inch in diameter, and 

approximately 47,000 lightning strokes. 

Importantly, Staff never refuted this evidence.  There can be no reasonable dispute about the 

severity of the damage these storm systems caused or the high-velocity winds they spawned.  

Gannon-Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 4:85-88.   

Finally, if Staff instead intends to refer to damage caused by tree contact at wind speeds 

less than 60 MPH, then this is an entirely different issue.  Wind/Tornado damage refers to direct 

damage to ComEd equipment caused by the force of the wind.  That is what the 60 MPH 

standard addresses.  As Staff acknowledges, “ComEd provided evidence that, without icing, its 

poles should be capable of withstanding wind speeds in excess of 60 miles per hour.”  Staff BOE 

at 20-21.  As ComEd established in its BOE, however, winds of lesser speed can and do loft and 

blow branches, vegetation, and other debris into ComEd facilities at wind speeds below 60 MPH, 

and the 60 MPH design standard says nothing about withstanding such contact and impact.  That 

is why, as ComEd said, tree contact interruptions are not preventable at wind speeds below 60 

MPH where proper vegetation management practice are in use.  See ComEd BOE at 25-27.   

B. The Proposed Order Correctly Finds That ComEd’s System Was Properly 
Designed, Constructed, and Maintained 

The AG takes an even more extreme position.  The AG entirely ignores the specific 

interruptions and the storm damage that caused them.  Instead, based on inadequate and 

discredited testimony, and on distortions of inapplicable Staff documents from prior years that no 

witness relies on or claims to be relevant, the AG tries to condemn ComEd’s system as whole, a 

system they previously told the Commission was reliable and required no additional investments.  

The AG stands alone in this: its position is not a reasoned examination of the interruptions at 
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issue and its methods are not shared by Staff.  Nonetheless, far from ignoring the AG’s claims, 

the Proposed Order details the evidence at length and arrives at its conclusions not by properly 

weighing the evidence.   

1. ComEd’s System Prior to the Summer 2011 Storms 

Evidence proving that ComEd’s system was designed, constructed and maintained 

consistent with good utility practice was provided by five witnesses17 who each had direct, 

comprehensive, and personal knowledge of system and operating responsibility for the areas on 

which they testified.  ComEd demonstrated that its electric distribution system as a whole is 

designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance with good utility practice, applicable 

standards, and applicable national and state rules and regulations.  Gannon/Mehrtens Dir., 

ComEd Ex. 2.0, 6:113-25; Gannon/Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 6:142-9:201.  Finally, 

ComEd has shown that at the time the Summer 2011 Storms hit, ComEd’s distribution line and 

substation inspections, repair, and replacements were up to date, with all high priority work 

completed.  Gannon/Mehrtens Dir., ComEd Ex. 2.0, 13:279-14:299.  No party, including CUB 

and the City, took issue with this evidence other than the AG, which relied on a patently biased 

and flawed “investigation” of ComEd’s system. 

The evidence the Proposed Order relies on also includes a detailed evaluation by 

qualified, independent engineers who inspected and probed the system, including the areas and 

systems damaged by the Summer 2011 Storms, and reported on their results top to bottom.18  

                                                 
17  These witnesses included William J. Gannon, P.E., Director of Capacity Planning and Reliability 

Programs; John Mehrtens, a Regional Operations Director; Cheryl M. Maletich, Director of Operations at ComEd’s 
Operations Control Center; Craig Chesley, Manager, Vegetation Management; and, Emily Kramer, Manager, 
Distribution Vegetation Management. 

18 Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0; Shlatz Sur., ComEd Ex. 19.0; Artze-Duque Reb., ComEd Ex. 12.0; Artze-
Duque Sur., ComEd Ex. 20.0; Navigant (“NCI”) Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0.   
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The evidence that ComEd’s system was not deficient is also empirical: we know that ComEd’s 

reliability performance remained in the first or at the top of the second quartile during the period 

2007-2010.  NCI Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 9-10; Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 7:140-

143.  The ICC’s own Reliability Benchmarks reflected similar performance.  Id. at 7:144-8:154.  

Staff’s witness likewise found no pervasive system deficiencies.  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 

12:252-13:271 

The AG’s claims, in contrast, remain unproven, as the Proposed Order rightly concludes.  

The sole AG engineering witness made claims about equipment and a system he had never seen.  

What equipment he did see, he was led to, and was not involved in the Summer 2011 Storm 

interruptions.  His “inspection” of what he did see was cursory at best, amounting literally to an 

average of few seconds for most of the equipment he actually looked at.  In addition to not 

inspecting a representative, relevant, or unbiased set of equipment, he relied on materials he 

received after the fact and in response to directions he authored on how to create “evidence” that 

appeared damaging.  His testimony was riddled with engineering errors and he described 

standards and conclusions by reference to marketing materials.  See, e.g. Shlatz Reb., ComEd 

Ex. 11.0, 5:98-18:375.  These errors fill literally dozens of pages of testimony (e.g., Owens Dir., 

AG Ex. 1.0, 21:1-24:7) and much of the transcript of his cross-examination.  Owens, Tr. at 

554:1-632:10.  No other party or witness supported the AG’s testimony or conclusions 

concerning the state of ComEd’s system.   

2. AG Witness Owens’ Claims about Particular Aspects of ComEd’s 
System Were Baseless and Properly Rejected 

The AG also makes several specific assertions about ComEd’s system that are equally 

wrong – including that it is not in compliance with NESC standards.  The AG once again points 

to their discredited witness Mr. Owens, who the AG says “identified three major deficiencies in 
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ComEd’s system: (1) vegetation management, (2) age of facilities, and (3) system 

modernization.”  AG BOE at 14.  As described below, those claims are no more accurate or 

supported than the AG’s generic aspersions.  The AG’s added claim that these “conditions” are 

supported by annual Staff reliability reports not even relating to the year in question that the AG 

“sprung” at hearing,19 and that even Mr. Owens did not cite.20  But, but that, too, is simply 

incorrect.  These reports do not prove that there was any systematic deficiency in ComEd’s 

system, let alone on ComEd’s system as of June or July 2011.  And they have nothing to do with 

whether any deficiency made any specific Summer 2011 Storm damage “preventable.” 

a. ComEd’s Vegetation Management Program 

ComEd established that at the time the Summer 2011 Storms struck, its distribution 

system was in compliance with its Commission-vetted vegetation management program.  That 

program includes a four-year tree-trimming cycle along distribution lines, and employs mid-

cycle trimming where warranted, and was in compliance with its vegetation management 

program.  Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 8.0R, 3:64-4:84; 8:166-68.  However, even with strict 

adherence to a four-year trimming cycle it is impossible for a utility to avoid trees contacting its 

equipment during severe weather conditions.  Kramer Sur., ComEd Ex. 16.0, 2:31-33.   

Nonetheless, the AG now claims that ComEd’s vegetation management program was not 

applied in a consistent and uniform matter and found areas of overgrown vegetation on primary 

                                                 
19  Given that no witness cited or relied on these reports and the ComEd had no notice or opportunity to 

respond either in testimony or through discovery, ComEd respectfully continues to object to these documents’ 
admission, especially via “administrative notice.”  ComEd’s legal argument is fully presented in its Response to the 
AG’s Motion to Admit.  This is no “technical” objection.  The AG’s tactic deprived ComEd of the right to respond 
with evidence or to cross examine any sponsoring witness.   

20 ICC Assessment of Commonwealth Edison Co. Reliability Report and Reliability Performance for 
Calendar Year 2008, dated April 15, 2010, adopted in ICC Docket 10-0397 (June 23, 2010); ICC Assessment of 
Commonwealth Edison Co. Reliability Report and Reliability Performance for Calendar Year 2009, dated December 
31, 2010, adopted in ICC Docket 11-0512 (July 7, 2011). 
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lines along back property lines. AG BOE at 9.  But, their evidence shows no such thing, and Mr. 

Owens largely relied on trees near customer-owned service drops without explaining or 

understanding the difference.  The AG’s witness, Mr. Owens, did not even know that ComEd 

was on a four-year trimming cycle, not a five-year cycle as he first guessed.21  Indeed, Mr. 

Owens strongly endorsed the program ComEd, in fact, uses.  He testified that “[b]est utility 

practices requires that electric utilities such as ComEd perform effective tree trimming on a 

regularly scheduled basis, usually on a three-to four-year cycle, with regular maintenance 

inspections in between,” apparently without realizing that these best practices are exactly what 

ComEd uses.  Owens Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 11:15-17 (emphasis added); Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 

8.0R, 3:64-4:84; 8:166-68.   

The AG also cites to Staff’s 2008 Assessment Report regarding ComEd’s four-year tree 

trimming cycle.  See AG BOE at 15-20.  The AG’s reliance on that Report is quite misplaced.  

First off, that Assessment Report relates to ComEd’s system as of 2008.  It says nothing about 

the status of ComEd’s vegetation management at the time of the Summer 2011 Storms.  In this 

regard, the AG’s failure to point out that in the Assessment of ComEd’s Reliability Report and 

Reliability performance for Calendar Year 2009 (“2009 Assessment Report”), Staff 

acknowledges that ComEd had two years before the storm already make significant 

improvements on tree-trimming is striking and illustrative of its disregard for accuracy.  Indeed, 

the 2009 report specifically acknowledges “ComEd’s successful efforts to execute existing and 

new reliability programs moderating weather-, tree-, overhead equipment- and underground 

equipment-related areas.”  2009 Assessment Report at 5.  While those efforts achieved a 37% 

                                                 
21 See Owens Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 11:15-19; Chesley Reb., ComEd Ex. 8.0R., 19:191-10:210; Tr. at 596:15-

20. 
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reduction in tree-related distribution system interruptions during 2009, Staff did note areas of 

concern that ComEd should continue to investigate.  Id at 15.  ComEd did so, and indeed 

continues to work at improving vegetation management every year, no matter how successful.  

However, neither the 2008 Report nor the fact that ComEd’s successes by 2009 were 

accompanied by some areas warranting continued attention proves any systematic deficiency in 

ComEd’s 2011 vegetation management practices, let alone that such vegetation management 

flaws existed where interruptions occurred during the Summer 2011 Storms.  

The record on that point is clear.  Even with aggressive vegetation management, trees 

cause interruptions during storms.  And, the level of tree damage during this storm was not 

indicative of any vegetation management lapse.  As Navigant specifically concluded in its 

Report, “[t]he amount of damage ComEd’s distribution system experienced is not unusual or 

inconsistent with damage reported by other utilities during major storms… Specifically, 

overhead distribution design standards are not intended to withstand uprooted, large trees that 

may fall onto the lines.”  Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0 at 17.  Likewise, industry-respected 

authorities and sources such as the Best Management Practices – Utility Pruning of Trees guide 

(“Best Management Practices”) expressly acknowledge, trees are among the most common 

causes of interruptions for any utility.  ComEd Ex. 16.07. 

b. Industry, Federal and State Standards 

The Commission’s Rules require electric utilities to adopt certain sections of the 2002 

National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”).  83. Ill. Admin. Code §305.20; Gannon/Mehrtens Sur., 

ComEd Ex. 14.0R, 11:223-12:257.  These Rules expressly, and for good reason, incorporate a 

“grandfather clause” for older facilities, which recognizes that standards for construction 

anticipate that equipment will age.  Likewise, when the NESC is revised, existing equipment is 

“grandfathered” as long as it is safe.  83 Ill. Admin. Code §305.40; Id., 11:248-254.  Thus, the 
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appropriate version of the Code for any given installation depends upon the date of its original 

construction.  Id.22  Except when safety is at issue, it would not be reasonable or prudent to 

replace or retrofit equipment every time standards are revised as it typically results in minimal 

impact to overall system reliability.  Gannon-Mehrtens, Tr. at 457:16-457:6.  The evidence 

“unequivocally indicates [ComEd’s] system design and construction is consistent with prudent 

and common utility standards” and in fact, Navigant concluded “[it] did not observe any 

violations or inconsistency with Title 83 of Illinois Administrative Code 305 and NESC 

requirements referenced within the Code.”  NCI Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 5. 

Absent any evidence of an actual code violation or any safety issue at all, the AG 

complains that the Proposed Order ignores Mr. Owens’ assertions about the age and supposed 

condition of ComEd’s wood poles and the number of fuses and fault detection devices.  Further, 

the AG argues that yet another ICC Assessment of ComEd’s Reliability Report and Reliability 

performance for Calendar Year 2010 (“2010 Assessment Report”), one which no witness relied 

on and that is not even in evidence, supports Mr. Owens’ conclusions.23  However, the AG 

simply points to certain field inspections; the report does not support Mr. Owens’ claims or 

indicate that ComEd’s system is “dilapidated” as he claims.  The record, in fact, once again 

exposes the flaws in Mr. Owens’ conclusions.  

c. The Condition of ComEd’s Wood Poles 

                                                 
22 Although the Commission has not adopted the newer versions of the NESC, ComEd has been proactive 

in implementing new code requirements, unless they would be less stringent.  References to the 2007 NESC can be 
found in ComEd Standards and ESPs and work is underway to incorporate the 2012 NESC. Gannon/Mehrtens Sur., 
ComEd Ex. 14.0R, 11:224-12:263. 

23  ComEd reiterates its objection to the AG’s continued strategy of citing, as if they are evidence of facts, 
documents that are not in evidence and that ComEd cannot respond to for claims that ComEd disputes and the 
evidence debunks.  The Commission must decide this case on the record.  220 ILCS 5/10-103.  In this case, 
however, the document in question does not support the AG’s argument either.   
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The AG argues that half of ComEd’s wood poles are 40 years or older and are more 

susceptible to damage.24  AG BOE at 17.  Again, the AG first cites not to Mr. Owens himself, 

but to the even-then two-year-old 2009 Assessment Report which contains pictures of damage to 

a handful of poles (id at 17-18) which he did not rely on.  The AG’s arguments are at odds with 

both the evidence and its own witness’ testimony.  Age is not the sole determinant in deciding 

whether a pole should be replaced.  Gannon/Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 35:757-763.  Staff 

agrees that “the increasing median age of the existing equipment in service does not provide, by 

itself, an indication of possible reduction in reliability performance of the distribution or 

transmission systems.”  2009 Assessment Report at 2.  See also 2010 Assessment Report at 2.  

Moreover, the evidence clearly establishes that pole failure was not a significant cause of 

interruptions during the Summer 2011 Storms.  Gannon-Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 37:805-

807. 

The AG’s later cites to Mr. Owens’ claims and a few of his photographs fare no better.  

Not one of the depicted poles failed, let alone during the Summer 2011 Storms, and these 

pictures and others like them were the “evidence” gathered as part of Mr. Owens’ calculated 

effort to produce biased depictions.  And, as noted above, any notion that Mr. Owens actually 

conducted a serious field “inspection” of ComEd’s poles was thoroughly debunked.  Owens, Tr. 

at 563:22-624:3; Shlatz Reb., ComEd Ex. 11.0, 11:241-256.  In the same vein, the only supposed 

“standard” Mr. Owens points to as supporting his own peculiar view of the significance of wood 

poles’ age is a marketing pamphlet from the American Iron and Steel Institute (whose members 

make competing steel poles) and a report from the Oklahoma Corporation Commission that does 

                                                 
24  ComEd notes that the median average age of its distribution poles is 43 years.  See ComEd’s 2011 

Reliability Assessment Report and Customer Satisfaction Survey at G-4 
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not draw the claimed conclusion, even for poles in that very different climate.  Gannon/Mehrtens 

Reb., 7.0, 35:764-36:78l; Tr. at 606:19-607:12.   

The AG also briefly touches on Mr. Owens’ claims regarding loading and lightning 

protection.  Those claims suffer from parallel flaws and biases, as ComEd explained in its Initial 

and Reply Briefs.  They need not be repeated again in full.  See ComEd Init. Br. at 30; ComEd 

Rep. Br. at 29-30.  Suffice it to say that the Proposed Order did not ignore the AG on these 

issues, it rejected the AG’s arguments, and for very good reason. 

d. Fusing and Sectionalizing Equipment 

The AG’s arguments regarding fusing and sectionalizing equipment, such as reclosers, 

are unsubstantiated, and Mr. Owen’s pronouncements on what ComEd “should have done” are 

imprudent and contrary to sound engineering.  But, once again, apart from their particular flaws, 

the AG has failed to show that the supposed defects they complain about had anything to do with 

the summer 2011 interruptions.   

Turning to the particular claims, first, with regard to tap fusing, ComEd identifies 

opportunities to install tap fuses during routine visual inspections performed every two years for 

34kV circuits and every four years for 4kV and 12kV circuits.  That is a prudent practice.  Mr. 

Owens’ “automatic installation” recommendation, however, fails to recognize that some taps 

have functions, length, or levels of exposure that do not warrant fusing.  He also ignores that in 

order for tap fuses to be installed effectively, they must be coordinated with other protective 

devices on the circuit.  Gannon/Mehrtens Reb., ComEd Ex. 7.0, 18:400-413.  Fusing without 

thinking is short-sighted and claiming that thinking first is a flaw is unsupported by evidence.   

Second, ComEd is deploying Distribution Automation (“DA”) carefully beginning where 

it is most beneficial from both a reliability and cost perspective.  Gannon/Mehrtens Sur., ComEd 

Ex. 14.0R, 23:494-24:500.  And, as to reclosers, which the AG stresses, ComEd has moved well 
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past Mr. Owens.  ComEd’s original approach had been to install a recloser at approximately the 

midpoint of feeders, as Mr. Owens recommended.  However, beginning in 2007, ComEd began 

implementing loop schemes, which are superior to Mr. Owens’ approach in improving 

reliability.  Id at 24:519-25:529.  Nonetheless, where reclosers should be installed, ComEd has 

not skimped.  Since 2007, over 1,400 reclosing devices have been installed on 4kV and 12kV 

distribution system with another 2,500 slated to be added as part of the EIMA build out.  Id at 

23:491-497; Tr. at 422:2-7.   

Third, the AG is unrebutted that ComEd’s single phase switching capabilities provide 

restoration benefits by enabling individual phases to be restored as they are cleared of faults 

rather than having to wait for all three phases to be cleared of faults. Gannon/Mehrtens Reb., 

ComEd Ex. 7.0, 21:471-22:488.  Finally, there is no evidence that any of Mr. Owens’ 

sectionalizing recommendations would have prevented material numbers of interruptions.   

C. The AG’s Proposed “Remedies” Are Unreasonable and Imprudent 

The AG proposes a series of remedies that are neither supported by the record nor 

grounded in reality.  Based on the testimony of AG witness Owens, the AG stands alone in 

proposing that ComEd implement approximately $8 billion in systemic changes without regard 

to the benefits, costs to customers, or proof that such changes would have actually reduced any 

quantifiable amount of storm-related interruptions.  Owens Dir., AG Ex. 1.0, 48:5-49:12; Shlatz 

Sur., ComEd Ex. 19.0, 3:54-60, 16:348-17:364.  Moreover, the AG has not identified how a 

single hypothetical “remedy” articulated by Mr. Owens would have, in the real world, 

eliminated, or reduced the duration of any interruption during the storms at issue.  Shlatz Sur., 

ComEd Ex. 19.0, 3:56-58.  For example, he proposes that all of ComEd’s rear lot overhead lines 

be placed underground, despite the “relatively tiny number customers that would benefit and the 

very large cost differential.” Id at 16:349-52.  Not only is the AG’s ad-hoc approach inferior to 
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ComEd’s programmatic approach to system investment, its extraordinary cost underscores how 

far removed the AG is from the practical definition of what is “preventable.”  Id., 16:340-17:364; 

see Section III.B, supra; ComEd Init. Br. at 27. 

The scope of the AG’s “remedies” also implies that the Commission has failed or been 

derelict in overseeing ComEd’s system.  That implication is also untrue.  ComEd regularly 

provides the Commission with a variety of reports detailing its operations and performance.  As 

the AG’s own prior statements to this Commission underscore, nothing remotely suggests that 

ComEd has a systemic reliability issue.  See Section III.C, supra.  To the contrary, ComEd’s 

system performance is excellent compared to its peers.  Objective, independently-developed data 

confirms that ComEd’s reliability performance remained in the first or at the top of the second 

quartile during the period 2007-2010.  Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd Ex. 12.0, 6:128-7:132.  The 

ICC’s own Reliability Benchmarks confirm similar performance.  Id., 7:133-43.  The AG cannot 

reasonably dispute those facts.   

In sum, the AG’s proposed “remedies” and how they should have been implemented 

prior to 2011 remain unproven, imprudent, and should be given no credence whatsoever. 

IV. THE AG’S NOVEL CLAIM THAT WAIVERS CAN ONLY BE GRANTED IN 
THE CONTEXT OF “SPECIFIC CONDITIONS” PRESENTED BY INDIVIDUAL 
COMPLAINANTS IS BASELESS 

Finally, the AG argues – for the first time in this Docket – that regardless of the reading 

of Section 16-125(e) and regardless of whether the record here shows that interruptions not 

proven to be unpreventable affected less than 30,000 customers during every storm (the AG’s 

reading of the law), the Commission nonetheless “should reject the blanket waiver provisions 

ComEd seeks without prejudice and consider waivers from Section 16-125(e) liability in specific 

cases or claims brought by customers.”  See, e.g., AG BOE at 32.  The AG’s suggestion is 
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contrary to the law, Commission regulations, is inconsistent with the AG’s other arguments, and 

presents a harmful and unworkable policy.   

A. The AG’s Argument Contradicts the Act 

Section 16-125 authorize a utility to seek a single waiver for each interruption and not 

only authorizes, but requires, that be filed in advance of the numerous customer complaints the 

AG envisions.  16-125(f) and (h) state, in relevant part: 

A utilities’ request for a waiver of this Section shall be timely filed if no later 
than 30 days after the date on which a claim is filed with the Commission 
seeking damages or expense reimbursement under this Section.   

220 ILCS 5/16-125(f), (h) (emphasis added).  In the case of the Summer 2011 Storms, ComEd 

filed this request, as required, within 30 days of the first summer storm complaint made.  Had 

ComEd not done so, it no doubt would have been confronted with arguments that any request for 

waiver was time-barred.  Indeed, these same sections make clear that individual actions cannot 

proceed to a finding of liability while the waiver case is pending.  The statement that “[n]o utility 

shall be liable under this section while a request for waiver is pending” would have no meaning 

if waiver requests could only be made in the same individual cases where liability was at issue.  

Indeed, the statute clearly and repeatedly refers to a singular waiver for each interruption (or 

each storm event, under the AG’s misreading of the law).  For instance, 16-125(e) states: 

A waiver of the requirements of this subsection may be granted by the 
Commission in instances in which the utility can show that the power 
interruption was the result of any one or more of the following causes: 

(1) Unpreventable damage due to weather events or conditions. 

220 ILCS 5/16-125(e). 

The procedure established by Section 16-125 is not the only part of the law the AG’s 

suggestion would violate.  Mandating that a waiver can be decided only in individual complaint 

cases also contradicts the very way in which waiver requirements are defined.  As to any 
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potentially qualifying interruption (or storm, under the AG’s misreading of the law), the law 

provides that “[c]ustomers with respect to whom a waiver has been granted by the Commission 

pursuant to subparagraphs (1)-(4) of subsections (e) and (f) shall not count toward the” 30,000 

customer threshold.  220 ILCS 5/16-125(f) & (h), (emphasis added).  If the question of waiver 

was not determinable in advance, no one would ever know if the 30,000 threshold were met until 

every individual case was litigated and the number in which a waiver was denied added up.  

Clearly, the General Assembly did not intend parties to have to litigate, and the Commission to 

have to hear and decide, tens of thousands of complaint cases before it can be determined if an 

unwaived triggering event even occurred.   

B. The AG’s Argument Contradicts the Commission’s Rules 

The Commission’s Rules specify how a waiver is to be sought.  Section 411.220 of those 

rules provide as follows  

In the event that more than 30,000 customers of a utility are subjected to a 
power interruption that meets the conditions set forth in Section 16-125(e) of 
the Act and the utility or the Commission believes that such interruption is due 
to one or more of the causes set forth in Section 16-125(e)(1)-(4) of the Act, 
then the utility may commence a proceeding before the Commission, or the 
Commission may commence on its own motion a proceeding, seeking a 
declaration that the subject interruption was due to one or more of such 
causes and that liability under Section 16-125(e) of the Act should be 
waived by the Commission.  Any such proceeding shall be commenced by the 
utility or the Commission no later than 30 days after such power 
interruption.  The Commission’s decision in such proceeding shall be 
appealable by any party thereto, and except as reversed or modified on appeal, 
the determination of the cause of the interruption in this proceeding and 
the Commission's decision to grant or deny a waiver of liability in 
connection therewith shall be final and shall be binding on both the utility 
and claimants in actions before the Commission to recover damages under 
Section 16-125(e) of the Act .... 

83 Ill. Admin. Code § 411.220(a) (emphasis added).  ComEd did exactly what the Rule provides.  

The AG’s argument that a declaration regarding a waiver can be withheld or that it is not binding 

cannot be squared with the Rules. 
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C. The AG’s Argument Contradicts the Commission Approved Claims 
Procedures 

The Commission approved more than a decade ago administrative claims procedures for 

ComEd that apply once a determination has been made that Section 16-125 has been triggered by 

an interruption.  Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 99-0022, 1999 Ill. PUC LEXIS 333 

(April 12, 1999).  The process was authorized by law and Commission regulation.  83 Ill. Admin. 

Code § 411.230.  Questions concerning when and how claims would be litigated and processed 

were among those addressed.  The Commission approved these procedures with the goal of 

minimizing costs to customers and society, and encouraging settlement without litigation.  These 

procedures require affected customers to file claims and ComEd to act on them in good faith 

before customers resort to litigating a resolution by the Commission in a formal proceeding.  Id.  

This saves customers money, speeds the process, and saves the Commission from having to hear 

and resolve countless complaints. 

Yet, under the AG’s view, ComEd and every claimant is in a Catch-22.  ComEd cannot 

know if it has Section 16-125 liability to any customer and, thus, if the claims procedure applies 

until after that customer’s formal complaint case is over.  Thus, the AG’s upside down view of 

waiver also undoes much of the claims procedures and all but ensures that if customers do have 

claims, they will be forced to go to trial.  

D. The AG Advocates an Unworkable Policy That Would Be Harmful to 
Customers, the Commission, and Fundamentally Unfair to ComEd 

Assuming arguendo the statute, regulations, Commission-approved claims process could 

all somehow be reconciled with the AG’s suggestion, adopting it would still be terrible public 

policy.  Under the AG’s view, ComEd and complainants would litigate waiver in literally tens of 

thousands of complaints, tens of thousands of complaints that the Commission would also have 

to support and hear.  These would not be simple cases, for customers, ComEd, or the 
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Commission.  As was done in this case, a detailed case on waiver could require ComEd to put on 

numerous witnesses (ten in this case), virtually all experts, and presumably customers would 

have to respond.  The cost would be exorbitant to all, and the relevant ComEd witnesses would 

essentially be doing nothing but continually testifying.  While ComEd in theory could staff these 

cases, there are literally not enough ALJs and ICC Staff members to preside.  Customers, on the 

other hand, would find no solace in a system that could not even tell them if they had a Section 

16-125 claim until after engaging in expensive litigation.  The AG would subject customers to 

bearing the potentially staggering costs for litigating all cases where the interruption affecting 

that customer was found “unpreventable” or where the total number of customers affected by 

unpreventable interruptions (under the AG’s view of the law) was less than 30,000. 

The waste would be monumental.  In the case of the July 11 derecho alone, for instance, 

the AG’s recommendation would subject the Commission, its Staff, attorneys, and 

Administrative Law Judges to potentially litigating more than 480,000 individual customer 

complaint cases.25  Why litigate this same issue nearly half a million times?  Put another way, 

why require parties and the Commission to litigate an average of more than 1,300 storm cases 

per day, every single day of the year for one storm alone? Quite simply, it is unthinkable that the 

General Assembly intended such an approach.  

At the same time, the AG’s argument that granting a blanket waiver would somehow be 

“unfair to customers whose specific situations may demonstrate that their outage was 

preventable” is contrary to law and fact.  See AG BOE at 32.  As this case has shown, the 

evidence concerning waiver is not unique to individual customers.  That evidence centers either 

on storm conditions as a whole, or on particular interruptions and the conditions of the 

                                                 
25 The Commission’s Rules prohibit class actions.  83 Ill.Adm.Code 200.95. 
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equipment that was involved.  What is unique about each customer’s claim are the damage issues 

that will predominate in this type of litigation – the type and quantity of damage claimed, the 

support for and credibility of that claim, and defenses particular to that damage claim – not 

whether the storm damage was unpreventable.  Moreover, how can the AG argue that the waiver 

issues are “individual” when the AG just a few months ago actively attempted to consolidate 

individual claims proceedings into this generic docket on grounds that the issues were 

sufficiently identical? 

Finally, ComEd notes the deep irony in the AG’s position.  Throughout its discussion of 

liability the AG tries to ignore the fact that even in a storm with weather conditions causing 

widespread unpreventable interruptions, the interruptions is causes are distinct.  Now, after more 

than a year of litigation in this Docket, the AG belatedly suggests abandoning the question based 

on an argument that not only each interruption, but each customer, is different.  ComEd believes 

that Section 16-125(e), as it is written, applies to interruptions and that waivers can and should 

be decided the Commission when an interruption potentially qualifies.  But, even assuming 

arguendo that the Commission were to accept the argument that Section 16-125(e) can apply to 

entire storms, such is no reason to confuse and distort how waivers are determined.   

V. THE PROPOSED ORDER CORRECTLY CONCLUDES THAT NO 
ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION IS WARRANTED 

Despite the overwhelming evidence, the AG continues to argue that the Commission 

should open an investigation into ComEd’s “baseline infrastructure investments and storm 

readiness.”  AG BOE at 34-37.  No other party supports the AG’s request position because, as 

the Proposed Order correctly concludes, is it baseless.   
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The evidence demonstrates that ComEd’s system performance is excellent, while the 

AG’s conclusions have no reasonable support in the record.  See Section II.A. infra.  The 

empirical evidence – undenied by any witness – is clear: 

 “ComEd’s reliability performance over the past three years is in the first or second 
quartile for SAIFI and SAIDI.  Similarly, ComEd’s reliability performance versus the 
IEE survey benchmark is better than most of the utilities included in the survey.”  
NCI Report, ComEd Ex. 13.0 at 10. 

 These “reliability metrics show a sustained and well above average reliability 
performance consistent with a well maintained system.”  Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd 
Ex. 12.0, 7:141-143. 

 Even as to storm performance, “ComEd’s system performed significantly better than 
expected given the severity of the summer 2011 storms.” Artze/Duque Reb., ComEd 
Ex. 12.0, 9:179-181. 

As the Proposed Order correctly concludes, the record demonstrates that ComEd’s 

distribution system is also designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with good utility 

practice, applicable design and construction standards, and applicable national and state rules and 

regulations; therefore there exists no basis on which to initiate an investigation.  PO at 30-31.  

Whatever dispute the AG tries to evoke regarding the six summer storms, there is none with the 

system as a whole.   

Finally, while the AG’s request far exceeds the scope of this Docket – the applicability of 

under Section 16-125(e) and a request for a waiver of liability thereunder, the AG also ignores 
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the fact that Staff can and does investigate ComEd’s reliability as a whole on a continual basis.26  

In short, there is neither a legal or factual basis to adopt the AG’s request for an investigation.  

Accordingly, it should be rejected. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

ComEd respectfully requests that the Commission reject the AG and Staff’s Exceptions 

to the Proposed Order and adopt the Proposed Order with the amendments set forth in ComEd’s 

Exceptions and Brief on Exceptions.  

                                                 
26 Pursuant to 83 Ill. Admin. Code §411.140, Staff assesses each utility and its reliability performance.  

Staff’s report addresses: (1) the utility’s historical performance relative to established reliability targets; (2) trends in 
the utility’s reliability performance; (3) the utility’s plan to maintain or improve reliability; (4) Staff’s 
recommendations regarding any potential reliability problems and risks; and (6) the utility’s implementation of its 
plan for the previous reporting period.  To prepare this report, Staff conducts a series of field inspections and 
considers the existence and prevalence of any poor tree trimming practices, broken or damaged equipment, rotten 
poles, and overly slack spans (low sagging lines).  At substations, Staff looks for problems including low or leaking 
oil, load tap changers regularly operated at extreme positions, and poor maintenance practices.  Staff also conducts 
field examinations of circuits taken from the list of worst performing circuits.  Finally, Staff analyzes data that a 
utility provides with their annual report as required in Section 411.120 of the Commission’s Rules, and engages in 
discovery before and after its field inspections. 
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